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Central Washington University Ellensburg, WA

At about 10:45am Sunday, May 18, the ash cloud from Mt. st. Helens final- that confused, bewildered and panicked ~ome of Ellensburg's residents.
ly reached Ellensburg, causing total darkness and an illusion of snowfall fhe city remained in darkness until mid-afternoon.

Central faculty to Now that it's here .
•
• ·
what do we do with it?
receive pay increase
byPatReed

Beginning in October ·of -the
1980-81 academic year, Central's
faculty will receive a 71h• increase
en salary funding.
That was the decision of the
CWU Board of Trustees upon the
recommendation of President
Donald Garrity, · at the BOT
meeting on May 23.
As allowed by legislative action,
.t.J• had been approved .and funded
by the state legislature and the ad-

Apparently th~ ash that fell is
here to stay, and we might be in for
ditional 11h• will be taken from the for a new college as yet unnamed.
The new college will be headed by
more, if St. Helens decides to be
universities operating budget.
obnoxious again.
The increases will be given in · a dean and include the present
It won't hurt the water quality,
merit adjustments. A' one-step in- school_ of arts and humanities,
crease on tl;le salary schedule for social and behavioral sciences and
according to Professor Robert
Gaines of the Chemistry departevery faculty member and the re- natural sciences. The purpose, acmaining funds used to adjust the cording to Dr. Garrity is to bett.e r ment. "It's highly insoluable, so
service the university.
other th~ some sediment, it.won't
salary schedule upward.
The Faculty Senate supports.the
do any harm."
The increases were necessary in
As for it doing any good for
spite of the 3• funding cut made by change but expressed a desire to
Gov. Ray.
select a new dean for the college
cropland, Gaine&. said "It doesn't
The legislature had given from candidates from both.within ·wet well, and doesn't pack down.
authority for the l 1h• incre~se and and outside cwu~.. ·
About the only :gOOd it might do is
Because of
.to act ·rap~dly· '. to act as a soil conditioner. It would
apparently all universities, in· the.
state were providing that litcrease and have a new.i}ers.on on the jQb'. tend to keep clay particles apart so
along with the 6• legislative l~g up. by September, Dr .. -Garrity said. ~e .: they won't pack down, just like
The hicreases will be. effectiye would select a new dean frorir. · sand."
Its insolubility is both a bane and
October 1. The recommendation within the university. He said h~.
had the concurrence,of the univer- thinks we have talent on Central) · a benefit, becatise it won't add
sity budget committee and the own faculty capable of hancllliig dangerous chemicals to the water,
, Faculty Senate budget committee. the job.
·
but it doesn't contribute anything
The action will reduce the to the soil either:-Other subjects covered by the
BOT were the approved nwnber of deans from three to two
The ash itself isn't too consistent
reorganization of the universities and should reduce administrative in its content. 0 The analysis of the
academic _area, which will provide support costs.
ash is different, depending on

·

where the sample was taken. Apparently it .came from different
parts of the volcano.'' Gaines said.
'It's mainly a calciwn alwninwn
silicate with a lot of trace
elements."
Basically, it's about as useful as
normal clay, but it doesn't pack, or
absorb water, or bake out. It just
crwnbles when it dries. You can't
really wash it away because the
water just pushes it. It can't hurt,
but it isn't very useful."

a.need·

Weather
Fri-Sun

High'~~s-70's
Lows 40's
Afternoon
Pass temps
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Winds W 5-15
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Self-reliance
'k.ey t 0
Ill 0 n e,Y Cut S
by Charles Lwanga .

$560,000 for the academic year
1980-81. About $150,000 is to pay on
the bonding issue, ·an outstanding
debt for the SUB construction
payable until 1999 every year. The
balance to work with remains
$140,000

Faced with budget requests that
surpass funds available, members
of C'entral's Joint Student Fees
Committee have set self-reliance
as the goal for all student activities
from Spring quarter onwards,
Committee Chairman, Eric
Gleason explained that budget
requests have totalled $170,000
Gleason, has reported.
The Committee, composed of more · and there is no money to
three students, three faculty meet these budgets. "This is why
n,embers, one accountant and the we have to encourage every club or
D~~m of Students as advisor, has
department to devise a way of
been deliberating over several becoming self-reliant, and also to
i tu .d requests for student ac- reduce their budget requests in
tiv1ties. According to latest infor- order to offset the $170,000 wouldmation, the SUB areas, where utili- - be deficitl".Gleason sdd, "We are
ty bills are expected to increase embarking n 8'lf-r.eliance as a key
between $45,000 to $50,000 next to cut our expenditures."
)'·ear, will receive the biggest fund
But there are other problems to
allocation, followed by men and solve.
women's athletics which are expected to receive about $140,000.
The Committee members regretted that some members of the
sports department are converting
During their meetings, the Com- into private use equipment purmittee members received a new chased for students. The members
request from Minority Affairs, recommend that such individuals
composed of the Black Students refrain from the practice and
Union, MecHa, and the Native return the equipment. RecommenAmericans group. Minority Af- ding the "small items, like shoes,
fairs requested ari allocation of strings, and T-shirts be provided
$11,000 to run their activities this by individual game participants",
year. But the Committee, while the Committee noted that this
promising that Minority Affairs would cut on overall costs for the
would be on the official budget for athletic department. The departnext year, could only allocate them ment was also encouraged to use
$1,000 for this year. Chainnan more promotional and advertising
Gleason was happy that Minority techniques to increase thier ticket
Affairs had come for assistance sales.
because, as he put it, "once a student organization at Central is
The Committee was scheduled to
recognized as a club, it is entitled ·present the budget proposals to the
to funding from the student Board oITrustees last Tuesday.
government"
·
Gleason added that member, who
were ''hopeful the Board of
But despite Gleason's expression Trustees will pass the budget,"
of happiness, the Committee is would propose to the administrashort of funds because budget re- tion to "bring in more students so
quests surpass the funds available. that we have more money to work
The Committe had projected with."

That

terrible,

May 29~

Golden
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byPatriciaReed
"It's a dream world, it doesn't
look real." An alumni said as she
loooked around the campus. Fifty
years brings a lot of changes, so
much so that most alumni found it
hard to find their way around the
now sprawling campus.
"We didn't get lost then," said
Alice Kel}ry, class of '27. "There
was nothing but sagebrush on the
other side of the tracks.''
Grace Caldwell, class of '29,
found the changes ''Amazing,'' but
said "I like the casualness."
The curriculum has changed too.
· "We has so little art and music.
Now it's so far from what we had,
it's almost unbelievable," according to Grace Caldwell.
"There were about 350 students
when I went to school here," Alice
Kelly said, "of that, 300 were
women.'' Her smile widened as she
added, "Not much chance for
boyfriends."

For alumni Grace Caldwell,
53 years of teaching has

brought changes in her life,•
and the life Central.

2 million acres of

•

trees vs. Bert Cole

Where does the money come
from to fund Central Washington
University?' Well· at least some of
the money for capital improvements comes from state owned lands called school trust lands
held with the university as one of
the trustees. The profits from
timber sales are invested and
those profits go into a capital improvement fund. The legislature
then allocates the money to the
schools to build buildings,
sidewalks, or other capital improvements. The lands for our
university are managed by the
Department of Natural Resources.
However, at least one professor,
Curt Wiberg, and two student, Beth
Schermer and Joe Hovenkotter,are upest with the way those lands
are going to be managed.
The DNR is preparing a forest
management plan which is a longterm statement of. how the state
land will be managed for the next

horrible

and

·
by Glenda Wallace ·
.
·
The huge black cloud hovering over Ellensburg was interpreted by
many Sunday morning travellers as a high-powered thunder storm.
''We didn't know what was happening until we turned on our radio, but
we had guessed," explained Ernie Dorow, an Othello dentist caught
under the falling ash cloud while he and his wife Jeanne wer.e returning
from a dentist's convention in Seattle.
·
The Dorow's describe the resultant driving conditions as being the
worst fog they had ever seen. Visibility was zero and despite frequent
flashes of lightning, they couldn't see the tail-lights of the car in front of
them. They were practically bumper to bumper.
Mrs Dorow related that the emergency flashers of their fellow floundering cars aided in their, admittedly, weaving efforts to stay on the road.
"There were cars in the ditc and even in the middle of the road where
.people had evidently left them and just walked away, "Dorow recounted
·
with a grimace.
The usually 30-min~te drive between Cle Elum and Ellensburg stretch~
ed into an interminable hour and a half. The Dorow's had no thought of
abandoning their car, and said, there was notJii!tg else to do as they
couldn't turn around and go back.

"I know I probably put another 10,000 miles on my car in the last 20
miles," Dorow groaned.
The couple finally arrived in Ellensburg and stopped at the already full
Holiday Inn as did most of the other stranded drivers. Directed to the
university's coqference center, they left their car behind and boarded a

120 years.
According to Wiberg, a professor
of biology, "That; s the bone of contention." Wiberg claimed the plan
is inadequate and said,:"ln my opinion, it doesn't consider alternatives in every instance and
needs more work.'' He said.
"We're rushing into something
that's supposedly going to last 120
years. I think we should do that
rather slowly."
What can they do about it? Well
they're taking it to Superior Court
in Thurston county. The suit, titled
2.1 Million Acres of Trees et. al.
versus Bert Cole et. al., is an attempt to get the DNR to rewrite the
plan. Wiberg said both sides are
still collecting material for the action which he expects to go to court
next fall.
One of the specific objections to
the plan is the use of herbicides.
''The plan promotes the use of herbicides which have been shown to

also · very

have (harmful) effects on
humans," said Wiberg who cited a,
group of concerned people in the
Ashford area where the Forest Service has been using 2-4-D. Wiberg
said they're concerned about the
apparent increase in miscarriages.
Neither Wiberg or the students
are entering the suit in an official
capacity, but Wiberg said, "the
students particularly are
be11eficiaries of the normal sc~oo~
lands". He added, "Like all other
students, they should be concerned
·as to how those lands are being
managed."
He asked, "What are the obligations of the land managers-the
DNR-in managing that piece of
forest land for you students.
Should they manage those lands to
maximize the income from them
or should they manage those landSto enhance the value (other than
dollar and cents) of the land'?"

had day

shuttle bus.
Phone lines were inoperable and only after many frustrating attempts
to reach theit children in Othello, ages 8 and 11, they were finally able t
contact a friend who relayed a message to the family the children were
staying with.
Though the Dorow's were prepared to wait out the wiles of Mother
Nature, they expressed concern for the other drivers and victims of the
phenomena, some of which were teenagers, caught without any money.
Don and Diane Robinson of Richland were chapeone for the tourin
Hanf9rd High School Band and Choir which included 95 students. With a
three day tour behind them, the concert and jazz choirs and band were
traveling down the Ellensburg side of the pass when they say the rapid.II
moving cloud of dark ash oblitgerated the sun.
The three busses, carrying the students, two directors and eight
chaperones, struggled into Ellensburg through the stifling ash. Regroup- .
ing at the Holiday Inn, they too were escorted to the conference center.•
When questioned about payment for their accomodations, the Robinsons weren't sure who would take care of it. John Blake, director of the
bands, as a temporary measure was using a credit card for rooms costing$6 per person and the chaperones were guaranteeing their bills, according to Robinson.
The Robinsons were traveling ·with their son Darrell, a senior at Han..
ford. He expressed no glee at the delay from s.chool routine. In fact, he
wanted to get back so he could graduate on schedule.
College life, even at Central, held no appeal for him that eruptive Sunday.

.~age
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ThiS Native American youngster knew where the goodies were and
seemed reluctant to move on to other dishes.

Participants in the Indian Pow-wow on May 18 exbibit 'the colorful ceremonial
dress of their ancestors.

Terry Tafoya, Indian educator, whose
·Indian name is Waigama-Yi Aswan
(Eagle Boy), spoke to Native American
audiences in the SUB pit on May 15.

Native
Americans

-

Two children contemplate sharing a cupcake at the Native-Americau Food Event held in the SUB
ballroom·on May 17. Indians from all over Washington attended the week-long series of demonstrations
, lectures and displays.

Winegar's
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of Nicholson Pavilion
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Far right: Sandy Andersoni ·
Pam Going, and Dr. Russe .
Ross play for the singers at :
·
a recent rehersal.
Center: Sandy Andel"son,
lead soprano recorder
player.
.
'.
Right: Recor-ders are .
similar to flutes, both were .
developed at about the ·
same
time.
In
Shakespearean times a
small recorder was called a ,
''penny whistle" because of
its price.
article- and photos by
Patricia Reed

Early Music
T~e music of the past comes to
life in Hertz Hall on June 6 when
· Central's recorder, dance, and
singing groups present "Early
Music." It's music that was
popular in the 14th, 15th, and 16th
centuries; and still is fun to listen

Dr. Russel Ross, who directs the
recorder consort, said it's an effort
"to create an early music environment. It's a historical presentation, done in the original style and
with the original instrwnents.''
The singers are going to do some
rn.
dances, and a few solos. Professor
The instruments are just like the Barbra Brwnmett has come up
one:~ in use when the music was
with some dances that are close to
written, . recorders, viols, guitar, what people actually danced in
tl it' tabor and other percussion in- · those .days of Shakespeare, Queen . .
strunents, and the voices of some Elizabeth, and the Renaissance.
of the best singers heard in any
All the music starts at 8pm in
Hertz Recital Hall, on June 6. SAN FRANCISCO AP- John Dean
century.
There is no charge for admission. says . convicted Watergate con- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - spriritor G. Gorden Liddy could
have saved Richard Nixon from
having to resign the presidency if
he had told what he knew about the
scandal. In a Los Angeles Times
Syndicate story under Dean's
byline, published in the San Francisco Examiner Sunday editions,
Dean said Liddy disobeyed Nixon's
order to cooperate with the Senate
· Watergate Committee in:
vestigating the June 17, 1972,
The Housing Services Office is now accepting ·
· break-in.
applications for apartment complex managers. The
· Dean's writing was in the form of
positions begin June 16th, after spring quarter ends.
' a review-commentary on Liddy's
The application dead I ine is June 6th, so if you are a
new
book, ' "Will:
The
Autobiography of G. Gordon LidCentral student and interested in this job, apply as
dy." Dean, who was Nixon's White
soon as possible at the Housing Services Office,
House counsel called the book a
10~, Barge Hall.
must-read for all those who enjoyed "Mein Kampf" and said Liddy "represented the worst of
Watergate''.
"How very different history
might have been if Liddy had at
least followed this one order to the
letter," said Dean, who broke open

watergate revisited

ft!Housing Services

the Watergate scandal, which ended with Nixon's ouster from office
and the imprisorunent of Dean,
Liddy, and other key administration figures. Dean safd if Liddy
had heeded Nixon's order "it
might have saved Nixon. It would
have been a clear indication that
Nixon was not part of a cover-up; it
would have cut Nixon loose from
the grip of H.R. Haldeman, John
Ehrlichman and James Mitchell
and forced them to stand on their
own and defend their actions".
Liddy could not be reached for
comment

t·
:

(Across From Perkins)
925-4808

Dengler cannot be 1069

We're not the biggest, but

t
t

WINES

t

House Wines
White, Rose
Hearty 'burgundy

t

t

l

BEER

)

On Draft

t

Coors

. Special 99~ a pint~:

Rainier
t
Budweiser
.}
Anhauser Busch :
l with meals or to go

foot long · hot dogs
homemade soup and
sandwiches

'

I
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Dine in or order to go

Eric Allais

Paul Dexter
Jeanne Erickson
Karla Glanzman
Kathy Klein

Typsetter

Jeanne Erickson
Staff Artists

Phil Jones
Rick Hosmer
Staff Reporters

Tim Mitchell
Charles Lwanga
Ted Anderson

t

t

t

Tamara McTee
Advertising Manager

t

we make our own

I

Cynthia Foster
Business Manager

Steve Noble
George May

f
- ~----------·---·-·············---------------, t
Yogurt
:t

.I

Patricia Reed
Circulation Manager

'

Fresh _frozen fruit yogurt :

t by glass or decanter

Craig Troianello
Production Manager

PMT Operators

t
Fresh Fruits & Greens t
'
t·
Extra lcirge hamburgers . t
at an extra small price
t

'I Lambruscos & Cellas

Heidi Persson
Entertainment Editor

Ad Production Staff

t
t

we have the best food! .
Salad Bar!

Lawrence Breer
Feature Editor

George May
Edward Dardis
Steve Noble

Washington (AP) - The Supreme
Court has rejected the request of
Michael Herbert Dengler to have
his name legally changed to 1069.
Lawyers for Dengler said he felt
the name 1069 symbolized his personal and philosophical identity.

Alice's Restaurant

Editor-in·Chief

Staff Photographers

r-.......-~.-;·-----------------.-.-------------t

f L~cated on the West , Interchange
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t
t

t

t'

t
t
t
t

Megan Sullivan

Nick Camarata
Robby Taylor
Chris Mundahl
Faculty Advisor -

Professor John Foster
The Campus Crier is the student newspaper
of Central Washington University; produced
•by Mass Media students on the university,
each week throughout the quarter, except for
registration and finals. week. During swnmer
session, the Campus Crier is published everyother week. The Crier encourages letters-tothe-editor. It is policy to print all letters received, provided they are typewritten, or very
legibly handwritten, and bear the signature,
· and printed or typed name and addres8 of the
writer. (Names may be witheld by requesting
that procedure, but no letter will be published
that does not appropriately identify the
writer).
Letters are also subject to editing for grammar, length and libel, and must be received by
Friday noon to be included in the following edition.
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They're on the road •••• quietly
It's an art form more than 26
centuries old and it demands as
much agility from the artist's body
as it does from his mind. It communicates its message to nearly
all viewers, no matter how diverse,
because its language is uriiversial.
During the Dark Ages and the
Renaissance it's practictioners

l
I
I
I
I

Tracy Goedecke

traveled from village to village
making their living by performing
for the crowds at bazaars, fairs,
and market ·places. Traveling in
horse drawn wagons or on foot they
often slept under the stars.
The art form is mime and while
the artists may no longer travel
about in wagons or on foot some
still travel from town to town and
sleep outdoors.
The Mime Troupe, a CWU based
band of professional actors, is
such a group. the eight member
group is planning to tour the state
thi$ sununer performing at shopping centers and malls as well as
state fairs and rodeos. To save
money as well as avoiding getting
::ooped up in motel rooms, they
plan on camping· along the way.
Working under an independent
studies .program, Steve Skonord,
the troupe's director, personally
::hose each memQer of the troupe
oased on their individual talents
ind the ablilty to work the long and
1ard hours the art demands. The
;roupe contains singers, dancers, a
juggler, ~ clown, and even a
micyclist
Besides giving the performers a

their skills in the art of mime and
improvisation as well as singing
and dancing the troupe will give
it's members a chance to work. According to Steve the unemployment rate among actors and actresses is staggering so rather than
looking for jobs they are making
jobs. By accepting donations from
the spectators at fairs and shopl>'
ing centers Steve believes the .
financial opportunties are at least
as good as any regular sununer
job.

·

-------·

I

·

i

jacks the troupe will stretch for an
invisible apple that is just out of
reach. Face contorted, with the
one arm reaching for the apple, the
other arm balancing the straining
.body, and the feet both on their

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

J

The gestures used by the mime
actor are symbols that help
crystalize the human experience.
The body is used as a tool to express an idea or view· Each
gesture must be exceedingly clear
or there is no communication between artist and audience. To communicate effectively the artist
must at all times be aware of his or
her entire body and this requires
that the artist be in top physical
shape. The rehearsals
at
Threeperu1y Piayhouse begin with
exercises that not only stress the
physical aspects but the mental.
For example instead of standard

I
t
1
I
J
I
I
I
I
i
i
I
I
I.

Drue Robinson
toes the artist involves his entire
body.
' To help keep the mind as agile a~
the body, the director will ask his
actors to pretend they are in a
given situation.. The actor must
then improvise an entire skat.
(These short performan~es are

I
I
I

I
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Nature Photography workshop

"Nature Photography - Plants
or photography in the field, emand Birds,'' a two d~y
phasizing · wildflowers, shrubs,
photographic workshop, conducted trees, mushrooms and birds. Acby noted Northwest photographer,
companying techniques will also
Joy Spurr, will be held at Copper- . be taught. An informal evening of
notch Lodge in Leavenworth June discussion will allow critique of
7 and ·a, as part of Photography
students' works.
Festival '80 sponsored by Upper
The workshop and overnight acValley Arts.
comodation will be at Coppernotch
Designed for intermediate-level Lodge, a rustic private retreat,
photographers, this weekend ses- situated in the tranquil Icicle
sion will concentrate of 35mm col- Val!~y. Located just a few miles

Music Cancellations
j

Due to the eve 11ts »f the last few Temple, that was to be held on
days the Music: Department has June 1st.
been for~ed to cancel some events
The Duet Flute Recital by Lisa
and reschedule.others.
Sutphen and Mary Pettibone on
Rescheduled events:
June 4th.
The Band Concert, directed by
The Brass Quartet Recital which
Steve Allen will be held on June
was to be on June 5th, with Kevin
4th.
The Early Music Concert will be McLaughlin, Lamont Anderson,
held on June 6th.
Steve Park, and Dave Gier.
More ch'3nges are still possible
The Choir and Orchestra Concert
will be held on .June 9th.
for facts and other information
please _feel free to contact the
Cancellations:
The Senior Recital, by Kiree Department of Music at 963-1216.

from Leavenworth in the foothills
of the majestic Cascades, the area
offers proximity to alpine
meadows, mountains, secluded
woods, and the crystal-clear Icicle
River adjacent to the lodge. Overnight accomodations at the lodge
consist of several private rooms
and semi-private dormitory
spaces.

AND PARTS

The class is limited to 16
students. Fee for the two day
workshop is $75 and includes meals
and lodging.
Joy Spurr is a staff photographer
and writer for P,acific Search
Press and also operates her own
freelance nature photography
business. She is author of "Wild
Shrubs - Finding and Growing
Your Own," she has contributed to
numerous publications distributed
worldwide.
Additional information about the
workshop may be obtained from
Upper Valley Arts, P.O.' Box 385,
Leavenworth, WA 98926 or by
telephoning (509) 548-7879 or
548-5509.

. Joffrey Ballet to appear
The Joffrey Ballet, renowned for
the diversity of its repertoire and
• the joyousness of its dancing,
returns to Seattle for five performances at the Opera Honse Tuesday through Saturday, Jline 10th to
. . the 14th. Performances are set for .
8 p.m. each night.
The exuberance and vitality of
• the Joffrey Ballet will be displayed
in six new ballets for Seattle. The
most important one will be a new
work, whose title has yet to be an• nounced, clforegraphed ·by J offrey
himself. The Seattle performance
will mark the work's world
• premiere. Other new works include "Celebration," choreographed by Gerald Arpino; "Illumina!" tions,"
choreographed by

FOREIGN CAR REPAIRS

Frederick Ashton; "Momentwn," activating force in the world of
. choreographed by Choo San Goh; dance.
Mythical Hiinters,'' choreographPlayers from the Seattle Symed by Glen Tetley; and " Random
Dances,"choreographed by Ma- phony Orchestra will provide
. musical accompaniment.
jorie Mussman.
Returning to this year's program
Tickets for the five perforwill be familiar ballets including mances are now on sale at The
Gerald Arpino's "Suite Saint- Ticket Place/downtown Bon MarSaens," "Kettentanz," " Fan- che, Tocoma Bon Marche, Lafarita," and Agnes de Mille's mont's/Burien, Bell, Book and
popular "Rodeo."
Candle/Bellevue, Shoreline
The Joffery Ballet has become Music/Everett and Bay Records
the third largest dance company in and Tapes/Bremerton/Port Orthe country and has achieved an in- chard.
ternational reputation. For its auThe Joffrey Ballet is presented
diences, the J offrey is both art and
education, communication, and in Seattle by Northwest Releasing
entertainment - unique elements in association with Comish Inwhich ~ake this company a major stitute and the Se'attle Symphony·'
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Softball
upswing
Fourteen youngsters ranging in
ages from four to eight performed
at a violen recital at Hertz Hall on
May 15. The youngsters had been
playing the violins .only five montbs prior to the concert.
-

-

---- Thechildren where taught by the
Suzuki method which involves two
lessons a week, one private and
one in a group se.c;son. The teaching
.technique stresses a positve learning environment, listening skills,
and strong parent involvement.
The short concert included
several variations of Twinkle,
Twinkle, 4ttle Star, a French folk
song, and Go ~e~ Aunt Rhody.

''H
. uck F.inn '' news
The news. is' a right contrary and complicated thing. I was
jes'sayin' to Jim the other day, that the news is gettin' plumb
troublin for the average man.
It ain't no good gettin' shed of the newspapers either, cuz
they jes' keeps poppin' up all over the place and a body kin
hardly breath but what another shows up somewhere or
'tuther.
The tellyvizun ain't no help nuther, cuz they is bound to
show all that bad news about wars and the like, and as Miss
Watson sez, it ain't no good for the human consumption.
Now I would think the thing to do'd be eliminate the news
altogether. Then folks could breath easy and not wurry so
much about stocks and inflashun and Afgan' stan. To check
on my own reasonin' though, I went to the editor feller ,down
at the Hannibal Courier Tribune and he starts tellin' me
about uppy-side down pyramids and pykas and all sorts of
others palaber that don't make no sense to me, so I jes' left
and went to find out what Tom wuz doin', cuz there ain't no
use palabberin' with on~ that ain't talkin' sense.
Thaz the way I got it figured--the news jes don't make no
sense. Jim sez, "All 'dis no truck 'a mine," and he most .
'gnores it, but I cain't jes' let it fall away like that. I knowed
they wuz somethin' else I been want'n to say and here it
comes a flyin'. They can take all those news fellers and dump
'em in the Missip' for all I cares, cuz they jes makes people
feel so bad and causes all that consternashun 'mongst folks.
Why if people din'.t hear and read all those bad things about on'nuther, t'd be a much happier world.
Now thaz about all I gots to say on the su'ject a th'
meedya. Us folks should jes' be let alone to figure out our problems in the bes' way that we knows, anti to heck with all that
knowin'. about all the res' o' the world. Like that smart feller
in the east sez, "lgnorance--not knowin' what's goin' on's
sweeter'n havin' all them ulcers and other 'flickshuns of the
body."

The word was that there would
be a serious lack of motivation
regarding the final games. I con. ducted my own interdepartmental
attitude check and discovered that
the players are excited to get back
on the ball after our unexpected
vaction.
Some facts may drive home my
point; 400 students used the CWU
gymnasium facilities in the mere 5
hours it was open on day 1>ne of the
St. Helens intrusion. 15,000 people
used those facilities all week long
despite broadcasts against even
going outside. It is safe to say that
we not only have some dedicated
· tough c~tomers around ·here; but .
just a large amount of folks who
truly want to get back some high
energy softball.
l So, the word is for all captains to
·-call the intramural office, at
Lori Goedecke performing 963-1751, and get your schedule
Var. three and four of revamp, if any. According to
Twinkle, Twinkle, Little myself and many others concerned
Star.
it is full tilt softball from here on
out.
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Art ofJewelry
. Give yourself something beautiful to
remember the

_valley by.. :

The Ellensburg Blue
Agate in J:iandcrafted settings.
309 N. Pearl

925-9560

Free Travel Box
Reason & Romanticism
Dr. George Seidel, Northwest expert on early 19th century German
philosophers, will talk abo_ut "The Structure of Romanticism" at the
CWU philosophy colloquiam May 29.
On the St. Martin's College faculty since 1962, Seidel has published
~xtnesively about the thought of Hegel, Heidegger, Schelling and
others of their time who wanted to celebrate feeling above logic, and
art above science, in direct opposition to the 18th century "Age of
Reason."
.
The discussion will begin at 7:30 pm in the Language and Literature
building lounge_on the CWU campus, sponsored by the philosophy
department of Central. It is open to the public.

Buy 5 New Improved
Stu.d io.C90 casse~es,
and get a
FREE Travel Box
New Studio tape formulation for:
• Brighter, cleaner recordings.
• Increased high end sensitivity.
• Reduced background noise.
Travel Box:
• A $5.95 value free.
• Holds 12 cassettes.
High-quality construction.
• Great organizer for car stereos.

A s35 45 Value
Only s2495
Including our a'lready.
discounted pri.ce on

aick Sasaki
962-9292

BASF Studio I tape

Vcarafter ~·,ear. semester

Iaftt.'l"semester. the

('ollt.~eMastcr ·from

•·idclitl Union Life has
IY..-en ttie most accepted. .
most popular plan on
campuses all o,·er America.
Find out wh~-.
Call the Fidelih' Union.

llBASF :

Field Associate
in your area:

,~
HOCRS:

· Cbllcgc;\l1stcr'.

10:30-5:30
(Closed Sunday)

going places"

Coll~eMaster'

Tl·E INVENleft a: AECOROING -:APE .. •

~TORE

"Our business is

._.,

,

434 North Sprague
Ellensburg
Phone 925-696 l
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~Chin~se language course offered

by Barbara Radke, UIS
The People's Republic of China,
through its United States Embassy, this week announced a summerprogramforChineselanguage
studies, in cooperation ·with Central Washington University: A
ri limit of 140 students will be accepted for the program, from midJune through the end of August,
q based at four universities and col. · leges in the People's Republic of
China.
For the first time ln the People's
.~ Republic of China's 31 years, it will
be possible for serious U.S.
students to enroll in an eight-week
Mandarin summer course at·
beginner's level to study the official language of this country of
Q

over 900 million people. In addi+ study. Certificates will be given by . Vice President for Off-Campus
: tion, there will also be elementary~ Chinese universities and colleges Programs, will serve as prograq.i
· intermediate and advanced . to all who complete the course re- staff based in the United States.
courses. The final two weeks ar~ quirements.
Final selection will begin imreserved for traveling' in China.
Dr. Joseph B. Kennedy, who .mediately and closing date for apIn addition to college students, directed the first language study plications is June 2. Date of aphigh school graduates who are project l.ast year at Bejing plication, proficiency in Chinese
. planning to enter a U.S. college Language Institute under the for all but beginning students, perthis fall may apply. The Ministry auspices of the International sonal recommendations and
. of Education specifies that no per- ·Cultural Exchange Foundation in academic records will be used as
son over the age of 40 be admitted San Francisco, will serve as ex- criteria for selection.
to the program.
ecutive director of the program.
The courses begin on different
The program will be adProfessor Robert Yee, Chairman dates in June, but students will
ministered through Central ·of the CWu Political Science
Washington University. The cost · Department, student leader in the
· will be about $3,360 for interna- · 1979 program, will be program
tional travel, travel in China, director in China.
Professor
room, board and tuition.
Dieter Romboy, CWU Director of
Academic credit will be given by International Programs and Dr.
. CWU for those who complete the William Benson, CWU Assistant . On March 28, Attorney General
• .
~
~
Slade Gorton and State Depart0 ment of Licensing Director
1

963-3612•

Corisumer suit

•
d
I
•
t•
h
•
1n d1ans-- ua ~I 1zens 1pr , ~~=d•f~-==r~:~=~

Claims by American Indians
that they enjoy dual rights-all the
rights inherent in citizenship, plus
.«rights accruing to no other population group-are described in a
32-page publication issued today
0 by the U.S. Office of Education
(OE).
The report, A Brief History of the
Federal Responsibility to the
American Indian, is a summary of
an extensive search into the
historical record by Vine Deloria
Jr., an Indian attorney and author
of Custer Died for Your Sins. It
was funded by OE's Office of Indian Education.
Granted full citizenship in 1924,
Indians are entitled to all protec-

leave from the West Coast on or
about ,June 19 and will ·return· between August 28 and early , ·
September. Olientation will be at
San Francisco University where
all .students will meet for their
departure.
Applications may be obtained by
calling or writing: Office of Inter-:
national Programs, ~arge 308, .
Central Washington University,
Ellensburg, WA 98926, (509)

lawsuit against five Seattle-area
tions and benefits enjoyed by other Some treaties guaranteed educa- escrow companies. The lawsuit,
citizens, including free public tion and other benefits for 10 to 20 which was filed in King County
education for their children.
years, others in perpetuity. Many - Superior Court, is the result of a
At the same time, the report treaty provisions, the report notes, joint investigation by the Conmainta~s, Indian claims to rights were riot fulfilled because of public sumer Protection Division of the
accruing to no other population indifference, misunderstandings Attorney General's Office and the
group appear to be justified. These between tribes and treaty commis- Real Estate Division of the Departrights, it states, are based on early sioners as to what some treaties ment of Licensing.
Defendants are Champion Mortreaties, acts of Congress dealing actually called for, poor · comwith Indian matters and court munications between Washington tgage, Inc.; Columbia Mortgage
decisions upholding both thevalidi- and the West, and disruptions Service, Inc.; Metro Escrow, Inc.;
ty of the treaties and these special caused by the Civil War.
Northwest Escrows ·of South Seatlaws.
The report states that the tle, Inc., and Pacific West Escrow
According to the study, treaty Supreme Court and lower courts Company, Inc., along with certain
records show that tribes reluctant- have maintained that "an un".' officers and escrow agents of each
ly ceded nearly a billion acres of broken current of judicial deci- firm.
land under some 400 treaties, sions" give the federal governThe suit alleges that the defenprimarily in exchange for federal ment both the power and duty to dants arranl!e for certain title inpromises to educate·their children. • care for the Indian nonulatinn.
0

ODO

0

surance services for their
customers and charge the
customers estimated prices. The
suit further alleges that although .
the title-insurance fee is often less .
than the amount estimated, the
escrow firms have not refilnded
the .difference to their customers,
in spite of their legal and fiduciary
obligations to do so. Instead, according to the lawsuit, the defendants
have used the overcharged
amounts for personal or business
uses.
The suit charges that the practice is unfair and deceptive under
the Consumer Protection Act,
violates the Escrow Agent
,Registration .Act as well as other
state and federal laws..It seeks an
l injunction against the practice,
!restitution for affected consumers,
'recovery of the state's cost and
,civil penalties for violations.
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Tatsuyuki Kakuma fr.om

G,Olf tournament

Japan presents the Golden
Harvest -Dance at the Inter. national Night; ·held ···the
night before .St•.Helens.
.and top .finishers; and a 'spaghetti

Golfers are invited to p8rticipate
in the Second Annual Windy City . dinner. Proceeds will benefit CenGolf Tournament May. 31 at the tral's athletic scholarship fund and··
Ellensburg Elk's .qolf and Country . sports promotion pro~am~
Club.
. Tl\ere Will be a morning golf ·
,
. Tournament sponsors::are Cen- . group and another in the . after- : ,
tral Washington U~versity, Elk's noon~Participants&lsobaveanop- : .·
Golf Course and the \Vildca~ tion of organizing tlleir own four-":
.
Athletic Clu~. The Ellensburg · somes if they wish. ·~ 'prizeS will ' · ·
communicy, ,Central faculty, staff be awarded at a b8nquet following :
and students are in~ted to cor_n- ~ golf. ·
·
, ··
··
• · .. •
·
. pete in the event.
· ..
· - .Registrations cari be made at tlie · _
Because the tourney will be an . golf course or-- _by calling Greg :
all-day event the course has been Kummer at ~1491 or 926-2312
closed to regular play. The tourney ,
·
.
·
·
is design~ as a fun -event, and -a ·
. get-toge.ther for the ~versity and. ·
·Ellensburg commumty. ·
. · ·
· The $14 entry fee inclueds: ·18 ·
·
holes of golf; tee pnzes; prizes.for
WASHlNGTON AP-The National
the longest drive, closest to the pin . Park Service Says ·i t will Start
shootiiag.the-400 _0 r .so J>urros in the · b
Grand Canyon -National Park 60 -..Y Pat ~eed ·
days uilless ariiniill tovers come up
With a feasible plan to lift them to a · , · Food, -dance, and - colorful
Due to ·the untiinely event with new home.
. ·costumes highlighted lnternathe mountain, ·classes are going to . Park rangers say the animals ~ional night. The fOods ~ere good,.
be held during finals week.
. : a.r e pests whiCh : erode the though to some ta5tes, acballenge. -. :Micronesia, played with en-.
According to the Vice President ' ecologically fragile canyon and
Among the presentations were thusiasm and some real talent, a. without, in a very impre8$ive
for Academic Affairs, Ed Harr- · deprive bighorn sheep· and deer of Japcinese Sushi, African_. Peanut Japanese harvest dance .by .Tat- display of physical grace and con- ·
ington, classes are going to be held . food. The decision tokilHhe bUttos Pie (exquisitely hot), Norw,egian suyuki Kakuma, a Spanish love trol.
·
as usual,' at the usual . time and comes ~ter a 21h-year .stqdy in . Lefse (with cinnamon and sugar, song by _Jaimee· Millet, a Ctµnese , The end of the.show was a rather ·
place during finals week. Tests will which ·-rangers· made various . at- ·definitely not to the taste . of true · dance by · a . Seattle group, and · worn rendition·· of ·"It's a ·Small ,
be on the last day .of class during tempts to remove the burros with 'Lefse lovers), Chinese deep fried several lively dances by Central's · World After All"' by the -students
that week. If a class has a two hour , little success. ·Park service· of- Won Ton, with sweet and sour International folk dance troupe, and some local'. children. Their
test, it-will be given over two days. ficutls say if any rescue effort · sauce~ a~d a variety of r;-ice from arrayed in fabulous costumes.'
heartS may have been in it, but the
The faculty is being ·asked to meets with success the fifst ·so Micronesia 'and ·saudi Arabia, ·. Following the dances, the music was a touch. too loud.
schedule make.:.up days this week days they will keep extending it-up among other dishes. ·
Chinese · Kung
Fu
club
All in all, it was _a fantastic
and next week, in the afternoons or · to a year-to give . animal groups . The entertainment- afterwards demonstrated many fonns of the event, one that was a ,pleas.ure to
·
i tinl~ to . save as .many burros as · was- a blend of songs from martial arts, with weapons, and · attend, both for the audience ang
evenings.
~ible.
·
the participants•

E.xo·
.·. t·1·e··c.· .··

C Ul.S IDe-. ·

.Burros
-.
d
·. · ._ d
en . angere ·.

inSU·B

m

Finals. week · ·

.·

~KA~DOOM'

Mt. St.Helens·Survivors.Sale .
I

\

'

..

•

•

•

•

;

•

·.·

50Xoff

20Xoff

Trade Books .
.Tradebooks ~eans all the non-textbooks in the
store. That includes everything from the "Joys of
Sex" to Herman Wouk's new best seller novel
"'War and Remembrance." S~ock up on some
"'dust-bound" reading material from the University
Store while th~ fantastic pri_ces·Jast! . ·
·

T·Shirt Imprints
Make up your own Mt. St. Helens imp-r int (but
don't make an ash of yourself), or copy one that
you have seen somewhere else. Or, take advantage
of this sale to imprint your soft~all team's jerseys.
Either way. you win at The University
Store
.
- ..
. ...

,·

Hurry! · : . .
'

I
·.l

·'

..

Sale prices effective only during regular store hours
on Thursday, May 29 and Friday, May 30.

;·

'•

.

....

.·.•· •shetsta•·: Pbp·
·. That ash have you comin' . up a little drY? Shasta
pop at a buck nineteen per six pack is the answer
for shine. We stock a variety of flavors and a
nearly limitless supply, so stock up now at this
~~beatable price.

1
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Editorial . Comment;a r!_
Dear Editor:

I am writing to you students for
the purpose of saving you money.
Nowad~ys there is a great
sp~~ulative boom in housing.
~ons ~f homebuyers are stretching their budgets to buy the biggest houses they can. In fact, they
use so much leverage that their
outstanding mortgage balances remain approximately unchanged
for many years. Little do they
know, there are TWO directions
that the price of anything can go:
there is up, and there is down. Do
you think housing prices will ever
go down?
History shows that every great
speculative· boom has ended with a
crash. Soon there will be an
historic crash , in the housing
market. Millions of home prices
will fall far below their mortgage
balances, · plunging their onceproud owners deep into debt.
Millions of greedy homeowners
are planning to cash in on your ignorance (even after they could
have taught you better in school).
So warn all your friends: don't buy
a house until after the prices crash,
and even after a crash, there are

, ALWAYS TWO DIRECTIONS that
the price of anything can go: there
is up, and there is down.
Contrary to popular belief, prosperity is caused by investments
for income, and never by investments for capital gain.
·

Alan D. Phipps

My Dear Mr. Phipps,

Thank you very much ·for saving
me millions of dollars. Until I read
your letter, I was in the process of
purchasing a modest estate in
Ellensburg. However, upon seeing
you warning, I have backed out of
the deaf. I atn now living under an
empty desk in the Campus Crier office, and l am refusing to buy a
home until prices crash.
Forever in you debt,
Paul Dexter
A paste-up artist,
Campus Crier
P .S. Contrary to popular belief,
there are three directions that the
price of anything can go. What
about prices that remain the
same?

Dear Editor:
more examples of Liberal Arts ma-

1 was much reassured by your jors who haye made good other
recent editorial "Is a Liberal Arts than the proverbial one-room
Education Still Valuable?"
school teacher. There was, for inHeretofore, I had thought the stance, that fellow a few years
platitude an endangered literary back who turned down the chance
species, but after reading this tren- to get a vocational degree in
dy Darvinian analysis of the : carpentry even though he knew it
liberal arts, my confidence in the • would mean easy bucks. Finally,
continued vitality of the form has ' at the age of thirty, he decided on a
been resurrected.
There is Doctorate in Theology and, of
something very comforting about course, everyone was sure he'd
being able to nod your head and wind up a pious bag boy at Albertsay "Yup, shur nuff," after each ·son's. The name slips my mind
paragraph, and with that in mind, I just .now, but, if I'm not mistaken,
. feel encouraged to give Crier after divinity school he rose in
readers another such serene lull by three days to become Chairman of .
offering them a selection of my the Board for some big corporation
own brand of cherished certitudes. and now sits at the right hand of
To begin With, unlike the editor, I the founder. I'm sU(e he was ,a
fuid that I can ~ring to mind a few Liberal Arts man; who else (aside
1

Washington CIA?

l've·heell ashed on!
by Ted Anderson
!\1Y eyes stru~gled open at ":: 30 a.m. "On that day, the day that will certainly go down m Ellensburg history as Black Swiday. My clock said ll:30
but I knew that couldn't be right-it was still dark out. AS a result of the
. party the night before, I had evidently forgotten to wind the damned
. thing. But instead of slipping immediately back off to sleep, I decided to
check the electric clock in the living room. When my eyes focused on
THAT clock - and it too read 11: 30 - I began to feel very wieasy. Back to
the bedroom, that clock was, indeed, ticking. "Easy, boy," I said to
myself. "You've slept through a whole day. That.must have been one .
hell of a party,-" I said, while making a mental note to get myself-a comple~e phy~ical checkup at my first opportunity.
Little did I know that things were going to get even scarier before I
would wiravel this mystery.
I turned on the television. A BASEBALL GAME! I'VE ENTERED
THE TWILITE ZONE_! ! I was desperate now. RWlning outside, my
clothes half on and half off, I saw and felt the fallout. My mind was working at a hwidred miles an hour. "It IS Swiday! It is NOON Sunday!
THOSE DAMNED RUSSIANS!! I wonder who won?''
·
.
Needless to say, I was thinking of everything BUT some lousy end of the
world party!.
.
I only had to powid on my neighbor's door for about a second before he
.answered. "When did it happen?" I asked. "'About 10:30," he said.
"Who's winning?" I said. ''Who's winning what?" he replied. "The goddamned war,'~ I said.
It was soon after that, after he had stopped laughing, that I learned that
the mowitain had fooled me. I was going to live. I was not a prophet, no
end of the world party was necessary.
"Let's "go get some beer... ," I said.

from a peanut butter lobbyist> . concupicence. Even in our own
could have said, "Man does not . day when the prerequisites of sur. vival pave been pretty well oflive by bread alone"?
ficially formulated by Madison
Such ·examples could, of course,
Avenue, there 'a re still those who,
be multiplied, yet they would hardbeyond all expectation, manage to
ly be to the point, because trying to
get by without color T.V.'s,
"prove" that a liberal education is
Quadrophonics and, yes, even
"practical" isn't so much a
without Pink Floyd t-shirts. Now,
defense of education as an endorseI'm not encouraging anyone to
ment of the prevailing practicality.
these
i·ncredible
Such an endorsement, however, ' mimic
carries with it the assumption that austerities; the point here is simp"everybody knows" what's prac- ly this: the decision as to what is
tical and what-isn't, and it's just at - practical and what is valuable is
this point that my "YuJ?, shur still one that has to be made (either
nuff' s" begin to sound a little by us or for us), and that decision
strained. The problem here is that will be an expression of our own artistic sense of life or our lack of it.
the criterion of practicality is, in a
very real sense, the result of an ar- A liberal arts education is one of
. tistic decision. Even starvation the best guarantees I can think of
has not, as yet, been universally that that decision will be
aesthetically, morally and
shunned as "impractical":
spiritually satisfying and worthy of
~estheticism is as old as greed and

our potential and dignity as human
beings .
This is not to say that I can't personally think of one or two branches of supposed_ knowledge, the
mastery of which I can smugly
assure myself, would be a waste of
time. Yet despite the suspicion
, that there may be inore than a few
forms of useless knowledge, there
· is still the certainty that the fonns
of useless ignorance are legion,
and even though it must be admitted that there is a gap between
~owledge and wisdom, let the
. scholar be encouraged, for between ignorance and wisdom there
'. is a gulf. As for m3king money, I
· have nothing against that. How
else coilld we support liberal
education?
Don Sipe

· Women's Studies: A Brief History

by Steve Barclift
The Washington State Patrol Organized Crime Intelligence Unit
~espo~sible for the ~acketeering "sting" operation that recently resulted
m mdictments agamst two powerful state legislators, has come wider
fim
,
·
Democratic Senate Majority Leader Gordon Walgren and former
Democratic House co-speaker John Bagnariol, the indicted lawmakers
have accused Govern.or Ray of ''setting up'' the two with charges that
would terminate their political candidacies for state offices in the fall.
. Bagnariol .has been known for iµonths to be planning to challenge Governor Ray for the Democratic nomination, and Walgren was seeking the office of attorney general.
. The Organized Crime Intelligence Unit is set up by state law to fwiction
nearly entirely without legislative supervision. It is wiclear to whom the
Unit actually reports, but Governor Ray apparently had considerable advance knowledge of the racketeering operation.
\Yill Bachofner, former chief of the State Patrol, last week ·urged the
legislature to reevaluate ~he Organized Crime Unit and make new rules
to determine its fwiction and to whom it should report.
Said Bachofner, ''The chief (of the State Patrol) is not able to stay on
top of what those guys are doing. He's at the mercy of a lot of people over
whom he has no control."
Bachofner ellaborated his fears of the O.C.I. U.: "I never wanted that
unit in t!te first p~ace. ~he way it was put together, there was no way we
could discuss with legislators, the press or anyone else what it was
doing."
The solution to this controversy apparently lies in the hands of the
legislators now.
-

_

_

by Lynn Daltoso

As a distinct break witn the past, today's educational system shows an increase in the development of women's studies courses and programs. This rise in women's programs establishes a new
direction for the future education of both men and women.
Women's studies today is neith~r a fad nor reimbursement for education's unfairness t~ women.
. "Women," as a subject for study, has grown nationally, as well as the conceptions of sex roles and
gender differences.
A main problem still to be resolved is the question of male-cente~ed curriculum in schools. Traditional courses focus on their concerns, achievement and perspectives. There is very little on
women. Perhaps this is because most of the information contained in the curriculum has been
researched and written by men. Research focusing on, and done by or about women, is scant, infre·
quent or ignored. But it is gaining in stature, which is shown by the increasing amount of money
available for such research. The need to organize and transmit this information is met in a
women's studies program.
Women's studies is on the way to establishing educational fairness for women. ~itted from
.the curriculum, neither men nor women know or understand accurately women's history. Admit·
ted to the curriculum, women could share a histor;'and identity that would allow them to visualize
and move toward an equitable future. The presence of women in the curriculum will allow women
to aspire and men to understand these aspirations.
Women's studies began "off-campus" from consciousness-raising groups' of the women's move• ment. From the research-oriented feminist to the parent-teacher groups' that studied sexism in
. elementary curriculum, women's studies has reached students and faculty of campuses across the
nation.
The information (facts, concepts and generalizations) in a wo~en's studies program is classified
as interdisciplin8!"Y, bringing together knowledge from diverse fields about the lives and contribu·
tion of women.
· A new academic program is ~rovided by women's studies, consisting of a major, minor, graduate
program, or electives for educating students in new vocational areas.
CWU is well on its way in recognizing the growing needs of women, both on and off campus. The
Center For Women's Studies is designed to assist every woman who wishes to realize her full
potential whether she seeks it as a student, a career woman, a homemaker/displaced homemaker or
as a person seeking self-fulfillment. All women on campus-and in the community are welcome.
The Center For Women's Studies can help ·you.
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I loved my youth: those carefree hOurs

The gentleman with the slick, yellow raiheoat
Raised eyes
flashing green, charging
in charming guise
Shifted smiles
first quizical, then whi~sical
with winning guiles, ·
Nodded sharply
gave a startled sigh
·and said hello, .partly.
Barcley Owens.

.,,

of trikes, and kites and smelling Jlo~ers.
. The ltlde-.and·seek and playing l>all
. an~ jumping in piles of leaves in the fall.
Trips to the lake, sunburned skin
swimming races, sometimes I'd win
Sleeping putd<>ors, beneath the stars
long s-µmmer walks, before there were cars.
My .very first fove, and holding hands
. the very first kiss, .and highschool bands.
The lust for advep.ture, for traveling and seeing
the exuberance of youth, the joy of just being.
Of friends and lovers I have had my share
'and in all relationships, I've tried to be fair.
A wonderful wife, and kids I have four
we haven't much money but we're surely not poor.
I've traveled far and did a lot of living
.any pain I. have felt came from taking not ~ving.,
Yes, I loved my youth ..but I feel no sorrow
_for the best day so far, has been tomorrow.
' ·

Robert Dyer

.Turn on the TV
Today
Good Mornihg America!
Dinah Shore, Phil Donahue, Mike and Merv
Ren;1~.s o~ reruns of Flipper, 11:-ove Lucy, Family Affair ·
My "~ily does of Laverne & Shirley .
'

How ~o compensate for compensation
How to justify justice
How to ignore ignorance
And what do you achieve for hating hatred,
Or for loving love?
Is there sense in being sensible?
ls there sense in not?
Is it wise to be cool, -0r warm, or hot?
Is anything really right
Or anything really wrong
Is there a real, true, pat answer for survival?

.'

..

•
(•

..

'

'

,·

The only right may be beyond your reach
The only wrong may be unavoidable
Move quietly-laugh with caution.
Be frugal with your own sell-indulgence
For the next moment-the next person
The next smile, may be your very last.

,

Patricia Reed
,.

Patr1c1a Reed, 1980

\

T. J. Lfueham
.

'.·

On the top of a winter' willow sits a merlin,
who looks out across open fields
and searches for blac;kbirds,
which are hiding in bushes
and trees
and are singing.

Soap operas .
Why· can't my life be this simple?
The Guiding 'Light and All My Children
(l hoi>e Mary isn't pregnant with Ben's child)
As1 the World Turns and Love of Life
<Will Grant ever learn that Lisa i~ his daughter, not his cousin?)
Two asprin to get me trough
General H~spital

j

..

.'fjme for dinner
Time .for bath
Time for Prime Time
WKRP, Happy Days, Three's Company
Comedy is my favorite.
Quincy. Faniily, Lou Grant
Drama .is my favorite.

Who's afraid of tradition?
To paint without fear ...
To create an inward eye.
Do not dismay.from other's acts.
An .art is your gift of grace.

Meanwhile, these troubled lines shore are bleeding
to morn's early dawn (and with continents to save).
Lightning stalks already with two days newness.
All flood controls have been lifted, and systems
are ailing on .three finger waves. Many buried
pirates have,been found in sunken sons of war.
There they lie with only twin bespeckled crows
singing the red shift. We stand as carnations arid
demand to know why!

Free flow your talent...
To whatever you might chance...
Julie L. Vanderwood

The Movies
Monday .all the way to Sunday
Night at the Movies
The Late Show
The Late, Late Show
The very last Motio~ Picture
3:10 an1

Hearts of hearts
Dream of dreams
o
Traveler of the universe...
You came into my world
And trampled out the cockleburs and ragweed.
1
Your soothing voice stilled"'
•
The cacophony that racked and pforced .
My mind's .asleep
My fevered mind...and you toucbed my face
My eyes are open
And made me see the blaiizlg light of·eternity.

How will I ever feel a sunrise
Or hear a bird-or still
~e rasping bark of hungt-:,
Without thinking of you?

Barcley Owens

.,
• r '

''

~

.,

,..
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Tomorrow I '11 keep the TV off
The National Anthem
Tomo;row 1'll get out of the house.
The test pattern buzzes my brain
Tomorrow.

L·

You didn't try to nudge me with
OVerstimulation-You nev~r lullecl n
Me to sleep with humming repetition.
You only came-and cared.
·
•

Dusty Doodles

Listen to the blackbirds
when they are singing
a frantic song from within bushes.
They may tell you of a merlin
who will slay them in an open field,
but cannot hunt them within bushes or trees.
·~.

· Faith is your to keep.
Waste not on others judgements.
He is your only judge.
So why be afraid of tradition?
He is the first and the last.

No, there will be no more dances for mourning, ~ay,
nor small green glances for scorning. All truisms
have fled to green pastures and are gone forevermore.
There's not much santiarium to be gained bye bye the
_,_, blue ocean, it's set now for shame. The crew is too ·
· ,dead, and much pork is left undone.

'

But their singing
is the fearful warning of a merlin,
who they know perches high in trees
and flys above covet)ess fields .
to stoop at bushes
and flush out blackbirds.

a

Matters are surely disentegrating the rapids much
faster than thought of. For hours wow beached now
'
all butane lighters have disappeared. The words
for freedom have truly taken over the hiµ and·
anarchy is nearer, and closet then you blink!

.

"

©Copyright 1980
Lawrence Breer

An Editorial: To Scurry A Doubt

.'

Lunchtime ·
· Commerical Food.Tripping
Try CbunKing for my beautiful bod
.A.<IU!t pepsi, 'cause I'm feeling good, th~ way I should
An4 a Twiiikie. When -I say yes, iCs Hostess.
How do you spell relief?

Mountain's fury spent,
Uie ash never went. " ·_. '

smoke bello~g fr(ldl ,the ~ stacks
you felt forsakened: oY~rt deceit,
the God awful 1>9werl~sness. '
Red baited an<l.tea~ ~sed .
degraded on the picket line
thinking about Dillinger
of kidnapping a Weyerhaeuser
fighting the vigilantes and niilitia.
YQU ~elaized fully now your hatred,
its beauty;
the tension reached from your neck
into your knuckles. '. ·
You would never fo~get.

Michelle M. Getty
'

•I

An AKC Brittany spaniel
The great great granddaughter
of today's world champ.
But who cares...
she's Dusty.
Dusty Doodles tearing across a field
of bright gr-een alfalfa stubble
her porcelin white coat
splotched with orange rust
Her freckeled face whirls about
to pin down the scent
of a crouching pheasant
Every muscle taught,
each hair fibre still
Tail quivering, she sucks in lungsful
of birdy bodyheat
Form point ecstasy
Steady girl...
steady.
Jim Nelson

I.;

~ -Lawrence Br~

'.

;,,.;.. ]

Red shoulders flash in the trees,
a safe haven for blackbirds.
But if caught, unprotected, over open fields
all their screaming. and singing
will not save them from a merlin.
They should have stayed in the bushes.

But if the blackbirds never left the bushes
or trees,
there would he no future for the merlin.
Or, for that matter, the blackbirds.
And we would never hear the singing
of Red-wings in an open field.
High above the fruitful fields
and the thick bushes,
where the frightened singing
(which is echoed.in the trees}
comes from unhappy blackbirds;
flys a merlin.

Jim Nels1>n

------"
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-V eterans, Max Cl~land wants YOU .
••• to claim your .money!
· More than $34 million earmark· .
ed for veteran's education
payments remains untouched ·and
Administrator of Veterans Affairs,
Max Cleland, wants the eligible
group of armed forces veterans to
lay claim.
The money has accrued to some
16,000 veterans who contributed to
the Post Vietnam Era Educational
Assistance Program, or VEAP,

but have yet to enroll in school or
begin a program of training, according the Cleland.

military duty. The increase is · Some 800 veterans are currently
reflected in each of the veteran- training under VEAP. The prostudent's monthly education · gram succeeded the GI Bill in
checks. If the veteran asks for a re- January 1977. To receive this
"Once a veteran starts school," fund in place of education checks, educational assistance, an eligible
Cleland said, . "VA starts paying · he receives only what he paid into veteran may enroll in school, ·col· benefits."
the plan.
lege, take flight training, or corHe said the veteran triples the
respondence courses.
"A 3 to 1 return on their money is :
.
money paid into the program by
t,'reated by Congress in 1976,
enrolling in school. VA adds $2.00 just one of the reasons for veterans
for each dollar an individual pays to continue their education," VEAP is a voluntary plan open to
military members who entered the
into the program while on active · Cleland said.
i

CENTRAL WASHING TON UNIVERSITY·
INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS.
· Study Summer Quarter in:
CHINA - Hefei, Nanjing, ·
Shenyang ·
Application Deadline

June 2," 1980 .

Study Fall Quarter in: ·
ENGLAND - London ·
Application· Deadline

June l, 1980 .·

FRANCE - Avignon
Application Deadline June I, 1980

MEXICO - Morelia,
Application Deadline

June 2, 1980

GERM.ANY - Cologne
Application Deadline

June I, 1980

. service for the ~st time after ~c.
31,1976. Those who elect to par- .
· ticipate contribute monthly
allotments from their military
pay. Deductions may be between
$50 and $75. More than 208,000 active duty personnel had contributed to it through Februfl\ry
1980.
1
.
Educational payments can be
i made to participants on active ~u
ty after they complete the first
obligated period of service.
('

After separation , a veteran wfth
at least 181 days of service may be
eligible.
A veteran with a service connected disability may be able to
waive that period.
Participants· who elect to ·have
the maximum allotment, $75 per
month, deducted from their IfciY
during a three-year enlistment
may receive $8,100 in educational
benefits-$2;100 individual Cl'ntribution plus $5,400 added by VA.
The 1$8,100 will be paid in 36 installments of $225 for each month
of full-time college of vocation~l
technical school completed.
Total benefits can exceed $8/ 00
' since some military services give
education bonuses from $2,000 to
$9,000 for certain enlistment oir
tions.

·For further information and application materials, ·
contact th~I Office of l International Programs, Barge Hall 308, 963-3612. ·
l"!Y.!g_iJ!~llJ:.i.!L

Toll-free lines to VA regional offices in all 50 states are availaMe
, for information on the .program.

A little human stands before a gorgeous sky
when suddenly a booming voice breaks the silence •••.
"Human, this is your God speaking."
HUMAN: ''Huh?''
YQ!.~JiL '~s you know, I accept nothing less than total devotion!''~

-------

,

HUMAN:
-------

.

-mouth falls open.;

.Y.9J!;E.:.. "You will continue to lie and steal for me.

You will go to WAR for me! Nat'ion will. rise up against nation
to satisfy me! You will sacrifice your children to _me and slay
those who oppose me!"
-~!J!f_L\.~_:- -begins to trembleY9J_!:E..:. ·"And you will give up the air you breathe .·
for me-: until the world ends!".
D!J.M..4.~:.. -falls on kneesVOICE: "F~!: I am your .God!"
.
----~-~
-and the clo~ds open to reveal~
<'

THE GASOLINE ENGINE!
brought to you by: ·
Hunger Awareness Group
Center for
Campus Ministry 1011 No. Alder
925-3196
Meeting:
Monday, 2:30

May %9, 1980
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to be an unsuual acomplishment, Hoiness lettered in football, wrestl- · · Ellensburg Kiwanis
considered the day
ing and goH for the Wildcats.
"I had the same schedule in high · a success with light
school, so it's really not a big
winds and sunny
change," Hoiness explained. "It's
skies. It proved that
a little harder in college because
people love to run ,.
more dedication is needed. You
and
will come from
have to really want to do it since
almost anywhere ·to
youy don't have to. There are no
scholarships here."
do so.
"
Hoiness, a 'sophomore from
Longview, originally planned to
play only football when he enrolled
at Central. ·He was a state wrestl4ng runnerup and school MVP at R.
A. Long High School, and he was
part of a golf team which advanced
to state. He also was voted MVP in
football and played county NorthANGELS CAMP; CALIFORNIA
South All-Star game.
AP- A frog C?ptured in the cooling
•
"I was tired of wrestling after pond· of a nuclear power plant won
high school," Hoiness note<I, "but the 52nd annual Calaveras County
after I got here cdach - (Eric) Frog Jumping Jubilee in a contest
Central's C.D. Hoiness is proof Beardsley told me I had a good made famous by Mark Twain. The
that the collegiate three-sport let- chance of making the team. 1 tried Salinas frog named "Oh-No" sail.:
terman is not extinct.
out, got hooked on wrestling and ed to victory with a leap of 19 feet
With the overlap between sports now I don't want to quit."
and 91h inches to· lead a field of
seasons and the emphasis toward
Despite participation in three 1,900 entries.
specialization, very seldom will a sports, Hoiness manages to keep
The two-day event, run in the
college athlete compete in more up with his school work. His is a spririt of the 1865 Mark Twain ·
than one sport. Without thinking it physical education major who story, "The Celebrated Jumping
plans to continue playing three · Frog of Calaveras County", drew
sports until it comes time to stu- more than 40,000 visitors to this
_
dent teach. That year he will pro- dusty Sierra foothills town about
bably cut back to two sports.
120 miles east of San Francisco last
Grc1duation
t "Right now I enjoy playing three week. In a separate contest
SU rn m er
~ sports,'' he noted. ''The opportuni- among govenors, Hawaii Govenor
l ty is there, it fits into my schedule George Ariyoshi's frog "Ke'U-e,"
T0 p S & Pan f s
... and I don't give up anything on my came in ahead of 18 other entries
CJ> school work."
with a leap of 15 feet 2 inches . .
' 'People compliment me on play- California Gov enor Edmund G.
ing three sports,'' Hoiness added, Brown Jr.'s entry, "Rana Rupta"
l6 East
4th - - t " but I don't see why others finished last with a laggard 2 feet
______,_..,.________
_...________
Vh inches. Our own govenQr, Dixy
couldn't do it if they wanted to."
Lee Ray, placed sixth when her
I frog, Vmcano, cleared 12 feet 9 inI
iches.
In the competition, each frog
I makes three succesive jumps with
i
the total distance counting as one

Nuclear
.·p rog.?

Hoines·s
not extinct

More ~an 300.participants were in the running during the Kiwanis _sponsored Run with the Wind" 10 Kilometer nm on May 17.
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,

I
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·.
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Man-in-th&Moon Marigolds on ,stage

.- Paid summer internships available

KCAT Free
Sp rt g. bike

Paul Zindel's contemporary drama about a family of women in distress / Position: Special Project Supervisor
•
will be staged as a graduate ·thesis show at CWU May 29-31, directed by . Salary: , $3.75/hr.
Qualifications:
Must
be
resident
of
Grant,
Adams,
Lincoln,
Chelan,
fl
Suzanne O'Hare.
"The Effect of Ganuna Rays on Man-in-the-Moon Marigolds," featur- ;Douglas, Okanagon or Kittitas County. 18 years or older. Meet economic
.
.
ing a five-woman cast, ·will begin at 8 p.m. nightly in CWU's Threepenny guidelines.
: Job Description: Responsible for supervision of 5-10 young persons 14-21 .
Playhouse. Admission will be $1.
·
The story focuses on Beatrice, a single parent raising two adolescent iii age. Must be able to stimulate and motivate development of work · A 12 mile bike race, .:sponsored by
daughters, mistreating them as well as her elderly female boarder. The skills by young persons under supervision. Typical projects incl• :KCAT radio F .M. 91 and local merdaughters are Ruth, starved for attention and devious in her relation- recreation, ,clerical, landscape, custodial and forrestry type jobs.
chants, will begin at 12 noon SaturBeginning: After spring finals.
ships, and Tillie, a shy, serious student and finalist in the local school
day May 31 at the Nicholson
Contact: Pam Zupan, Co-op Office, Barge 307, 963-2404.
science fair.
Pavillion parking lot.
"Marigolds" swept four drama awards in 1970 and 1971, including both
The free race, featuring cash
the Pulitzer Prize and New York Critics Award.
·and
merchandise prizes, is intendThe cast includes Jamiee Miller in the lead role of Beatrice, the . Paul Emmons, music librarian, has been appointed director of music
mother; Catherine McNay, playing the shy daughter Tillie; Kim and organist of Grace Episcopal Church, Ellensburg, beginning May 5. ~ ed as a salute to Spring. Fred
Bauman, who portrays Ruth, the "difficult" daughter; Kirsten James, He has also begun playing for the 7 p.m. Sunday mass at St. Andrew's . Kohout, program director for
playing a .classmate of Tillie; and Felice Green, who plays Nanny, the Church, a low mass for which organ music will be provided in the tradi- . KCAT said, "This race is being
feeble 100-year-old boarder. Green, who now lives in Ellensburg, is the tion of the "messe Basse" of the churches in Paris.
held to get people into the spirit of
.1979-80 recipient of a CWU drama scholarship.
.
Spring-which is especially needed
Director Suzanne O'Hare earlier this year directed Neil Simon's Starafter the gloom created in our city
Spangled Girl as a CWU Threepenny Players production.
· JOB LISTINGS: CWU students, on campus and still seeking a position, as a result of the fallout from Mt.
;should check the job listing books at the Career Planning & Placement st. Helens last week.''
·Center, Barge 105. Job listings are posted regularly. .
··
The prize for the first participant
MAILING LIST: If you are a senior, graduating in this placement
GET READY!! for the second annual Ganges Bump, Glunk & Hump Day
competition June 4, 1- 3 p.m., on the Ganges by the L & L Building. Both year' with a file established at the Career Planning & Placement Center' . to finish is $100 in casJi and a $50
on- and off-campus students are encouraged to participate. Teams must you are eligible for job notification services when you leave the campus. , gift certificate from the Music Nut.
be made up of 6 men and 6 women, and tennis shoes must be worn. The To receive these notifications (be on the mailing list), you must stop by · Second place will receive a $45 gift
competition will entail a raft race down the Ganges, Earthball.obstacle the Career Planning & Placement Center, Barge 105, and complete a ·certificate courtesy of Roberto's
.
and albums provided by KCAT.
course and a raging Ganges River cross by rope! Each team will be tim- mailing card.
JOB ACCEPTANCE: Seniors who have accepted a position, please stop ·The third place finisher will
ed and the team with the fastest time will win.
There will also be a picnic with entertainment provided, west of Holmes by or write a note advising the Placement Center. We will appreciate the . receive albwns from Ace Used
Dining Hall between 5:00 and 7:00 p.m. Students and friends without details so we can keep our r.ecords current, and also in order that your Books and Records. In addition, ·
meal cards are welcome to attend; the cost of the picnic is $4.
name be withdrawn from the list of candidates available.
·
' the first female crossing the finish
For both of these functions, please pre-register in the SUB Games
· line will receive a $45 gift cerRoom. For further infonnation, call 963-3512.
tmcate from the In Seam.
All participants for the 12 mile
Central Washington University's Games Room and Frazzini's Pizza
Place have concocted an indoor sport to get people's minds off the Mount . free race are welcome. The sponThe Central Swingers, a 20-member song-and-dance troupe, will St. Helens dust. A partners pool tournament will be played May 28 at 7 . sors are asking that all interested
celebrate their 13th year with a revue of their greatest hits, on stage at p;m, in CWU's Samuelson Union Building.
Central Washington University May 29-31.
T.he to~ament will !:>e limited to eight teams, with a $5 team entry fee. : people arrive at 11 :30 Saturday to
The May 31 performance of the Central Swingers will be a special one
Prizes will be $25 for first place, $15 for second, and two pizzas for third. · prepare for the race.
this spring, because alumni of the show choir have planned a reunion for
Everyone is eligible to enter. Pre-registration is required. For rules
that evening. Some old Swingers may end up on stage as well as in the au- and sign-up, contact the CWU Games Room, 96~-3315.
dience that night.
Tickets for "The Best of the Swingers" are $3 family, $1 adults, so,
children, with those under 10 years free.
A survey is currently being conducted by the Director of the Center for
Women's Studies, Madge Young, to assess the needs and interests of
women re-entering the education system after an absence of several
The CWU Early Music Concert has been rescheduled because of ash years. H you are not contacted and would like to be included in this refallout from Mount St. Helens. The concert will be Friday, June 6, at 8 entry survey, contact Dr. Young at 963-1809.
p.m. in CWU's.Hertz Recital Hall. It was originally slated for May 21.

race

··Emmons appointed music director

1

Placement Center information

Bump, Glurik & Hump

Partners pool tourney at CWU

Central Swingers concert

Survey of re-entry women .

Schedule changes

Paid summer internships available

The overnight bicycle camping trip sponsored by CWU, scheduled for
May 31-June 1, has been cancelled. The Outdoor Programs event will
perhap~ be rescheduled in the fall.

Agency:· Moses Lake Job Corps
Wage: $4.83 per hour
Majors: Education or Liberal Arts Majors with some education
backgroWld preferred.
The CWU Symphonic Wind Ensemble concert will be .reschedttled
Position: Teachers Assistant
because of Mount St. Helens ashfall. Originally set for May 20, the conTeachers assistant needed for Job Corps Camp in Moses Lake. Person
cert will be Wednesday, June 4, at 8 p.m. in Hertz Re~ital Hall.
will be teaching Math, Reading and G.E.D. preparation to inner city
youth 16-22 years of age.
'The CWU philosophy colloquium, scheduled for Thursday, May 29, at
Job will begin in summer and last six months.
7:30 p.m. in Central's Language & Literature Building lounge, has been ·
Ability to speak Spanish desirable but not necessary. Interviews will be
cancelled. Dr. George Seidel, philosophy professor at St. Martin's Col- held on Campus Wednesday June 11.
lege, will reschedule his presenation some time in the fall, a university
Contact Co-op/Intern Office, Barge 307.
spokesman said.
·

VA needs forwarding addresses
If you have been receiving Veterans Administration educational
benefits checks and are moving at the end of the semester, you should
leave your forwarding address and notify VA.
"A late check can mean problems to a veteran student's budget," VA
Administrator Max Cleland said. ''The risk of missing a check can be
avoided with a change of address notice."
Changes of address can be reported to veterans representatives on
campt1$ or to local VA offices.
·

Comstock selected·
Dale Comstock, graduate school and research, has been selected by the
National Science Foundation's Division of International Programs to
review proposals for _funding under the Science in Developing Countries
Program of the Foundation.

Tennis tourney cancelled

The Intramural Tennis Tournament, May 17-18, was cancelled due to
volcano and darkness. The mixed doubles winner was Jim Fannin-Jill
' Frey.

Volleyball orientation meeting
CWU's volleyball program annotinces meetings for all women interested in playing intercollegiate volleyball for Central during the 1980
season. The meetings will be held June 4th and 5th in Nicholson Pavilion,
Rm. 117, starting at 7:00 p.m. Information will be presented on try-outs,
off-season workouts, fall practice, next year's schedule and coaching
philosophy. For further infonnation, call Bob Young at 962-2433 or
963-2123.

Leavi~

elected president

Gordon Leavitt, music, has been elected president of the Washington
State American Choral Cop.ductors Association, a state affiliate of a national organization of more than 12,000 members. He assisted in the
organization and operation of the ACDA Northwest Division Convention
in Spokane March 6-8.

Women's Studies offers minor
The Center For Women's Studies is now offering an interdisciplinary
Bachelor of Arts minor. The Women's Studies minor consists of 25
credits:, 15 credits of core courses in History, Sociology, Anthropology
and Psychology, and 10 credits of approved electives which meet personal
and professional goals.
To find out if you could already have this minor, or if you would like , ,
further infonnation, contact Dr. Madge Young at the Center for Women's
Studies, Kennedy 157, or call: 963-2127

Greatsinger receives grant
Calvin Greatsinger, education, has received a Visiting Scholar and
Educational Leadership grant from the Northwest Regional Educational
Laboratory in Portland. He will be at the lab for one month pursuing the
·
topic, "Reading Instruction for the Indian Child.''

Scott leaving
At the end of spring quarter, Professor Howard Scott, psychology,
will be leaving Ellensburg and moving to near Gig Harbor, where he
will continue teaching for CWU on the other side of the mountains.
He is not retiring, just moving away. A get-together for him and his
wife, Ruane; will be held in Grupe Conference Center o~ Sunday, June
8, at 7pm. All students, former students, and other friends are cordial·
ly invited.
. If you are interested in contributing to a book of memorabilia that iS
being compiled, with a .note or other creative' product, bring it on the
8th or send it. For more infomiation, or if you would like to bring
refreshments, contact Sylvia Schneider, 306 W. 10th Ave., Ellensburg,
925-5710, or Michele Rugh, 712 W. 1st Ave., 925-4294.

-

.

EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNI·
TY: .Lifeguard/Swim Instructor
General Duty work at Richland
municipal swim pool during summer
months. Water Safety Instructor
certificate desirable; Senior Life Sav·
ing mandatory; and excellent
physical condition.
Salary range: $4.17 to $4.40 hourly. Apply Personnel Office, City of
Richland, P.O. Box 190, Richland,
WA 99352. Closing date: Indefinite.
Roommate· wanted
on 3rd and Sprague
Christian household.
Contact R~~r Hofe,

--:-

·-

to share house
centering as a
$95 a month.
925-3345. .
•
---

.

Teachers wanted - Elementary and
Secondary. West and other states.
Placements since 1946. Southwest
Teacher's Agency, P.O. Box 4337,
Albequerque, New Mexico 87196.
For Sale: 1973 Jeep Wagoneer.
4WD, good condition, 70,000, $2500
or best offer. 962-9077.
Forsale: Grand Vox classica.
guitar and case, $50. Call after {1
p.m.,, 962-2376.
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High price for dust
Central Washington University ·
officials estimated recently that
the Mt. St. Helens eruption will
cost the state $514,000 for clean-up
on the Ellensburg campus.
That figure w&s forwarded to
Gov. Ray's Office of Financial
Management Thursday, May 22,
by CWU Comptroller Joe Antonich. ~

He .explained that the estimated
clean-up cost included labor,
repairs to campus buildings and
equipment, replacement of items
destroyed or damaged by the dust,
and rental of machinery to complete the task, as well as projected
cost for sewer and drainfield
repairs necessitated by the clogg. dust.
I
mg
.

photos by

WINNER§
WEAR"EM

Ed Dardis

Monday morning, streets were still covered with about an inch of silicarich volcanic fallout.

Wear A Helmet When You Ride

W

It became too much for some Central people who struck c,ut for places where the ash wasn't

... yet. ·

Downtown

Live Music

9:00-1:30

Six days a week

.This week:

no cover

Starhahy
Three unidentified people found individual
ways to deal with the dust. At stores, there
was a run on filter inasks.

AIR FORCE ALWAYS
NEEDS MORE LEADERS.
We're looking for pilots ... navigators ... missilemen . .. engineers .. . math majors ... people manag ·
ers ... doctors .. . scientists ... journalists ... and more.
And tht> /, ir t=orce ROTC program is a great way to get into a
job like one o f these which can help you improve your leader·
ship ability and your professional competence.
.
As a • . Jr11missioned officer in the Air Force, you can be proud
of the rol e you play in your community and the contribution
you make to your country's security. You can know that
you're doing_a job of importance, a job with responsibility.
The Air ~-orce ROTC program offers a way to help .you
achieve 'fh1 •se goals . As an AFROTC cadet. you'll learn about
leadership. management, and more. You'll learn about benefits of being a:. officer later on. like an excellent salary, medical and dental care. hoµsing and food allowances. and 30
day s of paid vacation each year. You'll discover a whole new
worltl open to you in the Air Force. And you can get there
through AFROTC.
Look into it right awa1r You'll be. glad you did.

Contact either Capt Kenneth Emery or
Lt Col Dave Hubbard at 963-2314

HOTC

Gateway 10 o greet woy of life.

,,
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Competition beer arranging can be
a career in itself. The satisfactions
to be gained from it are many: the
pleasures of artistic creation, the
stimulation of striving in keen
competition, and the accumulation
oflots of dandy ribbons, plaques,
vases, and other trophies of victory
to grace the entryway' of the old
fraternity house or dormitory hall.
Mr. Pickworth, veteran of several
contests, offers these steps to
hopeful contenders in the Rainier "Thirsty Month of May" Beer
Arranging Com petition:
Get as thorough a knowledge as
possible of the general principles
of beer arranging. There are
dozens of books on the subject, as
well as classes offered by the
A.A.B.A. (Association of Amateur
Beer Arranging) at various
watering holes around the country.
Pay close attention to the rules and
regulations of every contest you
enter. Analyze the theme and
make sure your arrangement \:\'ill
convey the proper mood. If the
theme is "Springtime Freshness:'
and you enter an arrangement
using crumpled and crushed cans,
you're not going to win doodleysquat. The same arrangement,
however, might walk aw~y with
first prize in the "Autumn Riot"
category.
Make a checklist of everything you
will need for the arrangement and
gather. the components well ahead

of time. You may need to spend
weeks lurking around the _
dumpsters of public houses and
fast-food joints in order to get the
best selection. If you plan to empty
every container in your
arrangement yourself, you will also
want to get as early a start as
possible.
It is advisable to make, a few days
in advance of your final
arrangement, a dry run. Assemble
the arrangement, using the
essential components, so that if
there are some details that do not
work out - and there almost
always will be - you will have a
chance to change them. For
instance, if your pickled egg keeps
slipping off the platform of bonsai
pepperoni, you can abandon that
idea before it is too late.
One final word: if you fail to win
an award, don't criticize or
threaten the ju'dges - at least not
out loud. You do not want to get
the reputation of being a "kicker~'
Judges often travel long distances
to judge shows, and spend long,
hot thirsty hours on their feet,
judging arrangement after .
arrangement. Annoying one could
be dangerous.
Well, good luck and good
arranging! May the thirstiest win!
And remember, it matters not
whether you win or lose, its how
many Rainier cans and bottles you
can cram into that arrangement.

There are tricks to all trades - beer arranging is no exception. Here are some of
Mr. Pickworth's Do's and Don't's for creating successful arrangements every time:
DQ .keep it simple. Resist the temptation to use every kind of bottie and container
that you have gathered. You want this to look like a pleasing arrangement, not like
a recycling center.
DON'T water the arrangements too often or too muc~. Some of the crispier ·
elements have a tendency to absorb water, leading to snack food rot, which can
ruin your arrangement.
DO steer clear of the more exotic ingredients that may be perishable, if you wan.t
the arrangement to last more than one day. A pickled egg left out in an arrangement for more than 24 hours is not pl.easing to look at and gives off a foul aroma.
DON'T use a vase that is too large or small for your arrangement. It looks dopey.
-

Mr. Tommy Pickworth, designer of a prize-winning arrangement, is the current
Northwest Regional Beer Arranging Champion. President of the local chapter-of
the Petrified Florists, Tommy is a relative newcomer to the art and is referred to by
his admirers as "The Lone Arranger:· He rose to national prominence when he
began gathering and using only wild Rainiers in his arrangements instead of the
usual hothouse brews, a technique which changed the face of beer arranging
forever. He likes the light, fresh, satisfying touches the Rainiers add to his creations.
. Tommy is social chairman of ~local fraternity, and he says that one tour of the
hallowed hallways after a successful function keeps him amply supplied with raw
materials for his fascinating avocation. ,

I

Why not try yo.ur hand at beer arranging? So what if you are a rank amateur? This
is your chance to enter the ring in a jousting match with-fellow beer arrangers from
colleges and places of higher learning all over the Northwest. _
The Mountain Fresh Beer Ammging Competition Rules and lnfonnation
l. The theme is "The Thirsty Month of May:' or "Beer Arranging Hath Charms to
Soothe the Savage Thirst~'
2. The competition is open to students of all member colleges and universities _of
the A.A.B.A. (Association of Amateur Beer Arranging) Pac Six division.

3. Do not send actual arrangements. Photographic documentation of your entry
must be sent to Tommy Pickworth, Department of Beer Arranging. Rainier
Brewery, 3100 Airport Way South, Seattle, Washington 98134, on or before July
31st,1980.
4. Winners will be published in the fall, ~ith full credit, honors and possible
consideration for late-night television programming, given to the arrangers and
their schools. Decision of the judges shall be final and judges may withhold any
award, if in their opinion an arrangement is just too ugly to believe.

Rainier Brewing Company. Seattle, Washington
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lntranturals ·
Excellent sandwiches, ·
piz:r.as & Mexican food. ·

. Fresh Baked Bread
_•

";

. .~

Daily

\- .....,.

&

Cinnamon Rolls

. Mon-Thurs. 8:00a.m.-9:00p.m.
Fri.-Sat; 8:00a.m.-10:30p.m.

Steve Delavergne takes a healthy cut at the ball.
photos by Ed Dardis

· A MASTERPIECE
OF MODERN HORROR

The D.C.'s looked cool on their turn at bat.

Spectators watched the ballplayers and chose to cheer their favorite
team on.

Picking out your DIAMONDS?

A~lANl[Y KU~m~K fllM
. JA~K Nl~~Ol~ON ~~Rl[Y ~UVAll "rnf ~~ININ~"
STARRING

· WITH

.

Please, come .see us first.

BUTTON JEWELERS
4th & Pine, Ellensburg

BASED ON THE NOVEL BY

~~ATMAN ~~ornrn~, DANNY l OYD mP~fN KING

~tAN[fYKU~Rl~K •DIAN[ JO~N~ON ~lA"NifH[~~itK
From Warner Bros.

0

A Warner Communications Company

© MCMLXXX Warner Bros. Inc. All Rights Reserved.

,WORLD PREMIERE MAY 23
NEW YORK and LOS ANGELES
- ·AN[) FROi\~ JUNE 13
. AT A-TH. EATRE .NEAR YOU

We'll show you our large selection
of engagement rings and discuss
with you the 4 C's of diamonds
(Color, Cut, Clarity, & Carat).

Pa~e
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Traffic came to a standstill and city lights came on.
Choking dust fell like snow.
· photo by Pat Reed
The last light that graced Ellensburg on the morning of May 18, disappeared about 10: 45am,
plunging hall of Washington into total darkness.

,.
•I

On Monday morning it was a talcum-powder world in downtown Ellensburg.
photo by Ed Dardis

•-'•• Dt:SIGNf.U

PATTY
The initial blast from Mt. St. Helens was captured
on film by a lucky Tacoma journalist who sold the
series of 29 pictures to two major networks.

CHERYL
LORI

S\1lll·tS .

The fine ash fell on many a pretty car, ruining finishes
and scratching windshields when owners used wipers
to remove the ash.

SPRING STARTS HERE/

IIDresses Halters Shorts. Jeans Dresses

.orts Jeans Dresses Halters Shorts Jea

:sDresselililitil(lli!e
406 N. Pearl

925-5800

o
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WE ·DELIVER

925-11 l1
92.5-2222
. 5:00 P.M-. ~- ~ . 2:00 .· A.M. DA'IL.Y

This._ Saturday._ 6 ~M to 10 ,AM

· · SPECIAL ·EDITION T-SHIRT! ··
Hardcore
on front
St. Helens ·
·on back

LIM.ITf D EDITION
one per person

Be there early I

BLOW YOUR -MIND I

We will try to give
delivery service, ,but- .

GRINDERS .

A HOT SANDWICH MADE ON FRENCH WITH :
MA YO, YOUR CHOICE OF CANADIAN BACON, :
the salad bar is closed.
ROAST BEEF, OR VEGIE, TOPPED WITH
PIZZA CHEESE, COOKED AND GARNISHED
However, we will serve.
PICKLES, ONIONS, A_ND TOMA TOES,
tossed salads for dining at 75 c WITH
SERVED WITH POTATO CHIPS
-Thank you-·

Due to Ash-

T,HE SANDWICH GORMETS DELIGHT

. Win 8 100°0 next Thursday!
195216
195175
195209
197056
197000
195195
195677
195014
195076
. 198559
195203

195862

19.58'4Q· .
195776'
.... .

195-7~

Rich

Pat
Jimmy

Dave

195656
.

Melinda -

Shela

Kelly .
Teresa
Chris· '

Sue ·· :

Cl.if! ..

Jim
Koty
Mark
Eldon
Dennis

Janet

Ann
· Cheryl

. Patty

Donna ·

Herb
Ann
Mel

Lacey ·

Frank

Dieter ,·;

Dave'.
Jim ··'

.

Beth

